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9 November 2018 
 
 
Dear Shareholder,  
 
Amendments to the prospectus of The Winton Fund Limited (TWF)  
 
We recently wrote to inform you of a proposed restructuring of TWF (the Restructuring), which includes (i) the 
redomiciliation of TWF from the British Virgin Islands to the Cayman Islands, and (ii) the redesignation of TWF as a 
master fund with one or more feeder funds, including a Cayman Islands-domiciled entity named ‘The Winton Fund 
Limited’ (the Cayman Feeder). These changes were summarised in an investor circular dated 24 September 2018 
(the Circular). The Circular also described a number of new fund terms to take effect on completion of the 
Restructuring.   
 
We now attach for your information a draft prospectus of the Cayman Feeder (the Draft Prospectus) which is 
expected to be finalised and dated on 31 December 2018. Also attached are the draft amended and restated 
memorandum and articles of association of the Cayman Feeder.  
 
Please note that we will continue to collect and count consent forms as we are aware that certain Shareholders 
would like to review the Draft Prospectus prior to submitting their consent forms. 
 
A summary of certain key disclosures in the Draft Prospectus is appended to this letter. In particular, please refer 
to the section “Changes to terms described in the Circular” which outlines certain updates since the Circular. 
Capitalised terms used in this letter and its Appendix shall have the meaning given to them in the Draft Prospectus.  
 
A blackline of the Draft Prospectus against the prospectus of TWF dated 2 January 2019 is available on request. If 
you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact your usual Client Advisory representative at Winton.  
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
____________________ 
Alan Tooker 
Director 
The Winton Fund Limited 
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APPENDIX  
 

Summary of key amendments  
 
The information and opinions contained in this summary are subject to updating, completion and amendment 
(including changes to material terms). No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information and opinions 
contained in this document or their accuracy or completeness. You should read the Draft Prospectus in its entirety 
and not rely on this summary in making any decision in relation to TWF or the Cayman Feeder. 
 
Changes to terms described in the Circular  
Since the Circular was distributed, certain updates to the proposed changes have been made: 
 

1. The redemption request deadline set out in the Circular (namely, the second Business Day prior to the 
previous Dealing Day) has decreased to 30 calendar days. This change is reflected in the “Redemptions” 
section.  
 

2. The investor consent threshold in the Articles for variations of class rights is changing.  The circular 
described a new threshold of Shareholders representing not less than 51% based on Net Asset Value, 
including a negative consent mechanism whereby a Shareholder that does not object to the relevant 
change in writing is deemed to have given consent. The new threshold is being increased to Shareholders 
representing not less than two-thirds based on Net Asset Value and the negative consent mechanism is 
being removed. This is reflected in the “General and Statutory Information – Variation of Share Rights” 
section.  

Changes to reflect the multi-strategy transition 
The description of the Investment Manager’s investment strategy and investment process in the “Investment 
Objective, Strategy and Restrictions” section has been updated in view of the transition of TWF to a multi-strategy 
fund. Consequential amendments have been made to the “Risk Factors” section where appropriate.  
 
Redomiciliation from the BVI to the Cayman Islands 
The Draft Prospectus contains disclosures to reflect that both TWF and the Cayman Feeder will be domiciled in the 
Cayman Islands once TWF has redomiciled from BVI. In particular, the “Important Information”, “Taxation” and 
“General and Statutory Information” sections include Cayman Islands-specific references and disclosures which 
relate to, among other things, anti-money laundering rules, FATCA, taxation and general company law matters. 
 
Redesignation of TWF as a master fund in a master-feeder structure 
The Restructuring will involve, among other steps, the interposition of the Cayman Feeder between TWF and 
Shareholders by way of a share-for-share exchange. The split of functions between the two fund entities has been 
reflected in the Draft Prospectus in a number of ways, including for example: 
  

1. the “Investment Objective, Strategy and Restrictions” section refers to TWF in its role as master fund, and 
clarifies that the Cayman Feeder seeks to pursue its investment objective through its investment in TWF; 

2. the “Determination of Net Asset Value” section caters for the valuation of TWF (in its role as master fund); 
and 

3. as the Restructuring will involve Winton Diversified Strategy Fund (US) L.P. becoming a feeder fund of TWF 
and being renamed “The Winton Fund (US) L.P.”, references to this vehicle as an onshore feeder have been 
included. 
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Replacement of WFM as AIFM  
Winton Fund Management Limited (WFM) will be replaced by Winton Capital Management Limited (WCM) as the 
AIFM of TWF. This change has been reflected in a number of disclosures throughout the Draft Prospectus. In 
particular, these disclosures cater for the removal of the split between the AIFM and portfolio management 
functions, simplification of the description of the risk management and distribution functions and the replacement 
of certain material contracts. In connection with this, we draw your attention to the following: 
 

1. references to the investment management agreement under which WFM was appointed as AIFM have 
been replaced with disclosures relating to the investment management agreement under which WCM will 
be appointed as AIFM (the WCM IMA). The WCM IMA will be on substantially similar terms to the WFM 
investment management agreement except that WCM will not delegate the performance of portfolio 
management, and WCM’s limitation of liability and its right to be indemnified will be determined with 
reference to a gross negligence standard; 

2. the Draft Prospectus does not contain references to a portfolio management delegation agreement as 
WFM will no longer delegate portfolio management to WCM; 

3. simplification of risk management disclosures on the basis that WFM will no longer perform AIFMD risk 
management functions; and 

4. the Draft Prospectus does not replicate disclosures relating to the distribution agreement between WCM 
and TWF on the basis that the WCM IMA will encapsulate distribution functions with respect to the Cayman 
Feeder. 

 
Changes to service providers and directors 
Certain disclosures have been made with respect to changes to the board of directors and service providers of TWF, 
including: 
 

1. Rajeev Patel was appointed to the board of directors of TWF with effect from 1 October 2018. Mr. Patel’s 
name and biographical details have been included in the Draft Prospectus; 

2. Sidley Austin LLP has been appointed as US counsel for TWF and the Cayman Feeder;  
3. KPMG, Cayman Islands will be appointed as statutory auditors for TWF and the Cayman Feeder upon 

completion of the Restructuring; and 
4. disclosures relating to trading counterparties, in particular: 

a. the replacement of Credit Suisse Securities (Europe) Limited with Credit Suisse AG, Dublin Branch 
as Prime Broker as part of an internal reorganisation by Credit Suisse; 

b. the termination of the appointment of JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A., London Branch as a collateral 
manager as these services are no longer required; and 

c. the change of name of Societe Generale Newedge UK Limited to Societe Generale International 
Limited.  

 
Changes to fund terms 
The new fund terms described in the Circular have been incorporated, including: 
 

1. the change from quarterly to annual performance fee crystallisation in “Fees, Charges and Expenses”;  
2. the introduction of a fund-level deferred redemption mechanism (commonly referred to as a “gate”) in 

“Redemptions”; 
3. the replacement of a key man notification requirement with a notification requirement in “Shareholder 

Notifications” relating to (i) the resignation by directors of the Investment Manager (which includes Mr. 
David W. Harding) from either their directorship of, or employment by, the Investment Manager and (ii) 
any reduction of 25% or more of the aggregate holdings in the Cayman Feeder of Winton directors (which 
includes Mr. David W. Harding) and certain key personnel in a calendar year;  

4. an increase to the notice period for subscriptions to three business days in “Subscriptions”; 
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5. the introduction of Minimum Holding Amounts and updates to the minimum initial investment amounts 
and minimum additional subscription amounts in “Subscriptions”;  

6. amendments to the “Fees, Charges and Expenses” section to clarify that the Cayman Feeder may bear its 
share of trading costs, custodial fees, company secretarial fees and expenses and its allocable share of data 
costs (excluding costs attributable to the research activities of WCM or its affiliates); 

7. updates to the disclosures relating to the Investment Management Fee Apportionment to provide that 
Shareholders may either submit a standing redemption request or waive the right to receive Apportioned 
Shares altogether; and 

8. updates to certain disclosures to reflect that the Cayman Feeder is “hard-wired” for ERISA purposes. 
 
Expenses relating to the Restructuring 
The Draft Prospectus discloses in the “Fees, Charges and Expenses” section that the allocable expenses relating to 
the Restructuring will be amortised over three years. 
 
Other changes 
In addition to general legal and regulatory updates, other non-material disclosures which are not referred to in the 
Circular have been made including, for example: 
 

1. updates to the “Exchanges” and “Fees, Charges and Expenses” sections to clarify the definitions of “Loss 
Carry Forward Exchange”, “New Net Profits” and “High Water Mark Adjustment”; 

2. updates to the “Redemptions” section to clarify that redemption proceeds will be payable following 
finalisation of the Net Asset Value, which generally takes place within 10 Business Days following the 
relevant Valuation Day; 

3. amendments to the “Conflicts of Interest” section to cater for additional conflicts arising, for example, out 
of the Investment Manager’s management of funds that are subject to flat fee arrangements; and 

4. updates to the "Risk Factors" section to update existing risk disclosures and include certain new risk factors. 
   

Formatting and layout 
Certain stylistic updates have been made which are intended to make the Draft Prospectus easier to navigate. For 
example, the “Risk Factors” section has been reordered and grouped into different sections according to the type 
of risk. 
 
 
 


